As an organizational population develops, networks of relations form among its members. Adaptive change can diffuse through these networks (Kraatz, 1998) , but structural disparities may determine whether an innovation sweeps through the field or languishes in obscurity. To the extent that innovation is necessary for the population to thrive, interorganizational structures that support diffusion processes are crucial. By exploring structural effects on innovation transfer at the system level, research presented in this article provides guidance for network-building interventions and intelligent design of growing networks.
Given the difficulty of measuring networks at the industry level, it is not feasible to systematically compare structural effects on global diffusion using empirical data. Further, published studies focus primarily on situations in which an innovation successfully diffused, so we have limited information about conditions that repress diffusion. Finally, empirical observations do not allow us to test alternative conditions that could change the outcomes. A practical solution is to simulate nonlinear dynamics using parameters drawn from empirical work, as has been increasingly recommended by social and organizational scientists (e.g., Anderson, 1999; Kamps & Masuch, 1997; Repenning, 2002) .
Through computational modeling, this research replicates naturally occurring aspects of interorganizational networks and reveals their influences on diffusion in growing populations.
In most industries, regional attributes moderate the proximity effect. Ability to obtain knowledge (Sidorenko & Findlay, 2001 ) and innovate (Ritsila, 1999) varies across regions, and regions that include a wider range of capabilities, experiences, and resources are better able to incorporate external knowledge (Strambach, 2002) . They become central in global structures, while less innovative regions remain peripheral. For example, organizations based in the dominant economic clusters of Europe, North America, and East Asia tend to partner with others from those three clusters. Within each cluster, leading countries may act as gatekeepers for information and resource flows to neighboring areas, as Japan has done in East Asia (Little, 1999) . Even Internet presence (Sternberg & Krymalowski, 2002) and business-to-business ecommerce patterns (Kshetri & Dholakia, 2002) reveal strong regional limitations.
Patterns of regionalization vary. While agricultural organizations might interact heavily with neighboring regions, industries such as pharmaceuticals maintain hierarchy among regions (Porter & Stern, 2001) . Although each network is unique, we can represent distinct patterns with prototypes such as unconstrained, decentralized, chain, hierarchical, and cliquish inter-regional structures (see Figure 1 ). These inter-regional (macro) structures can be expected to differentially influence diffusion of innovations through a field.
________________________
Insert Figure 1 about here ________________________
Organizational Partnering Tendencies
The amount of variance in organizational centralities differs from network to network (Newman, Strogatz, & Watts, 2001) . Some organizational fields provide equal opportunities for members to collaborate, while others feature variance in members' ability to develop partnerships. These distinct patterns of partnering tendencies create distinct network structures.
Many researchers have argued that network centralities follow a Poisson distribution, which results from uniform partnering tendencies, yet empirical research demonstrates variety in centrality distributions (Barabasi & Albert, 1999) . Stable differences in partnering tendencies, reflecting organizations' unique opportunities and actions, have been observed (Gulati, 1995) .
Normal distribution of partnering tendencies is particularly likely to occur as some organizations fall below and others exceed the mean. Whether uniform or normally distributed, the pattern of partnering tendencies is a defining characteristic of a network, yet we know little about its effect on diffusion.
Network Structures and Diffusion
Interorganizational ties can disseminate innovation (Davis, 1991) and foster adaptation (Kraatz, 1998) , but structural aspects of the network regulate the process (Gulati, 1998) . In sparsely networked populations, such as residents of the United States (Milgram, 1967) or members of interlocked corporate boards (Robins & Alexander, 2004) , a limited number of bridging ties connects local social clusters. Although some researchers report that increasing ties among clusters facilitates diffusion, others have found the opposite.
Simulated "small-world" models (see Watts, 1999b , for an overview) have tested effects of network constraint on the spread of disease and knowledge. Increasing ties between groups, holding within-group density constant, increases the likelihood of an epidemic (Moore & Newman, 2000) . In contrast, maximal knowledge distribution occurs when 95% of ties are local, and only 5% are long distance (Cowan and Jonard, 1999) . These discrepant results imply that the diffusion effect of inter-regional structures depends on what is transferring.
Diffusion of a clearly beneficial innovation rests on potential adopters' access to knowledge. When a potential adopter observes innovation benefits, expected risk decreases and the likelihood of adoption increases (Wejnert, 2002) . In this situation, interorganizational ties serve as information channels, and thresholds for adoption are low. Based on Cowan and Jonard's results, we could expect the presence of regional barriers to facilitate diffusion of clearly beneficial innovations. Specific inter-regional constraints are likely to differentially influence the process.
When information about the innovation is ambiguous, subjective information from contacts plays a major role in the decision to adopt (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) . Lacking objective information, the likelihood of adoption increases with the proportion of adopters among one's contacts. This is a contagion process like an epidemic, so we could expect that greater connection among regions facilitates diffusion of ambiguous innovations. Specific interregional structures are also likely to yield different effects on this process.
Proposition 1: Inter-regional network structures will differentially impact diffusion of clearly beneficial and ambiguous innovations at the system level.
Within the macro structure, distributions of partnering tendencies affect organizational networking and the overall structure of the network. Many leaders in the public sector pursue uniform distribution of partnering tendencies among organizations in their region. Industrial associations likewise create formal structures that are designed to provide uniform partnering opportunities to all potential members. These efforts generally assume that uniform partnering tendencies maximize benefits for everyone in the system, and by extension, for the system as a whole. While this assumption may be true for some kinds of activities, it is unlikely to hold true for all diffusion processes.
Variance in partnering tendencies occurs naturally, creating a range of organizational centralities, constraints, and opportunities within a social network. This range may produce a population in which some organizations are heavily influenced by a small number of innovating contacts because they have few competing relationships. Early conversion of the less central organizations could then contribute to the overall proportion of adopters and move the system toward a critical mass for widespread diffusion. Because innovation ambiguity affects the adoption process, variance in partnering tendencies may differentially influence clearly beneficial versus ambiguous innovation diffusion.
Proposition 2: Normal distribution of interorganizational partnering tendencies will foster greater diffusion of innovations than will uniform distribution of partnering tendencies. The extent of this effect will depend on innovation ambiguity.
At the organization level, centralities of initial adopters establish the breadth of opportunity for diffusion of all innovation types (Valente, 1996) . Although they have received minimal research attention, centralities of first-adopters' contacts also play a role in all types of diffusion. Low levels of centrality make these organizations susceptible to first-adopters' influence because they receive little contrary information. This increases the likelihood of initial diffusion from first adopters to their contacts, but very low centralities among the contacts may stifle diffusion because these organizations serve as conduits to the rest of the system. High levels of centrality could also undermine diffusion, despite the increased dissemination potential, because central organizations may overlook initial adopters among their plethora of contacts.
These competing processes imply a positive relation with system-wide diffusion to the point at which signals from initial adopters are overwhelmed by the volume of information from nonadopting partners. In summary, inter-regional structures, distributions of partnering tendencies, and centralities of initial adopters' contacts influence likelihood, pattern, and extent of diffusion.
The following section maps theoretical concepts of population growth, network development, and diffusion onto corresponding simulation representations and experimental procedures.
MODELING DIFFUSION THROUGH DYNAMIC POPULATIONS

Modeling Approach
Individual actions can accumulate to create unexpected system-wide effects (Schelling, 1969) that are best understood through computational modeling (Robins, Pattison, & Woolcock, 2002) . The environment for the simulated diffusion process is a dynamic population of organizations that develops under empirically-based parameters. The innovations fall into two categories: those having clearly observable benefits and those whose equivalent benefits are not observable. Each innovation diffuses through every network structure from the same starting point in each of 100 growing organizational fields.
The principles governing organization births and deaths are based on United States government statistics and existing work in population dynamics (Amburgey, Kelly, & Barnett, 1993; Lomi & Larsen, 1996) . Diffusion processes are grounded in social networks research (e.g., Granovetter & Soong, 1983; Valente, 1995) and institutional theory (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) . Table 1 summarizes the theoretical constructs and their representations in the model.
________________________
Insert Table 1 about here ________________________
Organizational Populations and Networks
Legitimacy, resulting from proximity to similar organizations, increases organizational foundings and survival rates (Hannan & Carroll, 1992) . When the area becomes crowded, competition depresses foundings and increases the probability of failure (Lomi & Larsen, 2001 ), but established and adapted organizations are more likely to survive (Baum, 1996) . More than a third of American start-up companies fail in the first three years (Office of Advocacy, 2001), but the risk of failure decreases over time (The state of small business, 1998). Newly changed organizations also experience increased risk that decreases over time because any innovation can disrupt organizational processes. If the organization weathers the change, environmentally appropriate adaptation improves chances for survival (Amburgey, Kelly & Barnett, 1993) .
Together, legitimacy, competition, adaptation, and stability regulate the distribution of organizations in a field. Ongoing development of the field, in turn, affects innovation diffusion in two ways. Congenital learning and selection processes directly impact the proportion of adapted organizations within a field. Regional boundaries and availability of potential partners indirectly impact patterns of diffusion by constraining network formation.
Each organizational field in the simulation is represented by four hundred locations in a square (20 x 20) lattice. The lattice is divided into ten (20 rows by 2 columns) regional blocks.
As in the real world, the eastern and western regions adjoin. Each organization's neighborhood includes the eight (five on the northern and southern boundaries) locations adjoining it.
The population component of the simulation operates a variation of Conway's Game of Life (Gardner, 1970) . Three principles are applied at each time period to every location. First, three organizations adjoining an unoccupied location result in a birth. This indicates resource availability in a geographic region that is not saturated with competitors. Second, given 0 or 1 neighbor, geographic isolation leads to death. This reflects illegitimacy ascribed to unusual or unfamiliar businesses within a local community. Third, if seven or eight organizations adjoin an occupied location, competition for resources may lead to death. Probability parameters (Table 1) reflect decreasing failure rates during the first three years of operation, an adoption benefit, and short-term risk due to adaptation shock (Hannan & Freeman, 1984) .
Within each population, networks form using locally specified constraints on random generation of ties, as recommended by Pattison and Robins (2002) . In a stable structure, organizational centralities remain similar over time (Doreian, 1986) , so the simulation retains each organization's tendency to create ties as long as that organization exists.
Experimental Design
Conditions in the virtual experiment include uniform and normally distributed partnering tendencies, six inter-regional structures, and two innovation types. Measured variables include region of initial adoption, number of initial adopters that immediately failed, regional and overall population densities, centralities of initial adopters, and centralities of initial adopters' contacts.
In the initial population and for subsequent births, each organization is assigned a value between zero and one to represent its partnering tendency (Table 1) . A low density was chosen to reflect the real-world network inclination to be sparse relative to the number of potential contacts (Watts, 1999a) . In one condition, all organizations are equally likely (p = .1) to create ties. In the other, tendency to create ties is drawn from a normal distribution (mean p = .1, s.d. =
.03) with range from zero to one. Every pair's baseline probability of creating a reciprocal tie (tie probability) equals the average of their partnering tendencies. When organizations fail, their ties are destroyed. Organizations that subsequently appear in those locations draw partnering tendencies from the appropriate distribution, and the network updates probabilistically.
The simulation creates macro structures ( Figure 1 The simulation uses two adoption models to represent diffusion of clearly beneficial versus ambiguous innovations. The clear-benefits model applies a 15% adoption threshold to all organizations. Under the ambiguous-benefits model, each organization considers adoption when any of its contacts adopts, with probability equal to the percentage of adopters among the contacts. If the organization fails to adopt, it does not reconsider unless another contact adopts.
Simulation Procedure
Each cycle of the simulation begins by seeding an empty field at a density of approximately .15, then allowing the simulation parameters to structure the population. The probabilistic Game of Life runs for fifteen time periods, and the population matrix is stored.
Pretests showed densities ranging from 0 to .66 after fifteen periods. Parameters reset, a new population develops, and the process repeats for one hundred cycles.
Analyses
Logistic regression determined which factors increased the likelihood of diffusion. OLS regression analyses tested effects on diffusion level, speed, and breadth. Diffusion level was defined as the percent of total population that eventually adopted. Diffusion speed was defined as the average number of new adopters per time period prior to stability. Time of stability was defined (1) as the last period in which an organization was born, died, or adopted the innovation, (2) as the last period before a pattern began to repeat, or (3) in a few cases where the system did not verifiably reach stability, as the 25 th time period. Diffusion breadth was defined as the number of regions containing adopters at stability.
Predictors included the parameterized variables and average centrality of organizations tied to initial adopters. Average centralities of initial adopters' contacts were calculated using only data from initial adopters that survived at least one time period.
RESULTS
Examination of outcomes indicated a bimodal distribution of diffusion levels. Given that five adopters were seeded into each field, a diffusion subset was defined as all cases in which at least six organizations adopted the innovation. Excluding fields containing five or fewer adopters at stability yielded 2852 cases. Of the 1948 cases that did not evidence any diffusion, 83 involved death of all five initial adopters without transmission to other organizations. These cases were excluded from analysis, leaving 4717 datapoints in the full sample and 2852 datapoints in the diffusion subset. Initial plots indicated that network centralities had curvilinear effects on diffusion level, so higher-order terms were included in regression equations.
For logistic regression, fields in which more than 10% of the population adopted are classified in the diffusion category. Fields in which 10% or fewer adopted are classified in the nondiffusion category. Because of the bimodal distribution, very few cases fell between 10%
and 60% diffused. The model correctly categorized 81.4% of nondiffusion cases and 61.7% of diffusion cases. OLS regression models predicting diffusion level, speed, and breadth included controls for population density, location and centrality of initial adopters, and dead initial adopters.
Diffusion level was transformed using the natural logarithm before running regressions. Table 2 reports diffusion frequency (proportion of cases in which adoption exceeded 10%), mean diffusion level, and mean diffusion speed by structural condition for each type of innovation.
________________________
Insert Table 2 about here ________________________ Proposition 1. Inter-regional network structures differentially impacted diffusion of clearly beneficial and ambiguous innovations at the system level. Structures 1 and 2 increased the probability, level, speed, and breadth of ambiguous innovation diffusion, while Structure 1 decreased the probability and level of clearly beneficial innovation diffusion.
Effects of macro structures on the two types of innovation diffusion become apparent through examination of cell means in Table 2 . For visibly beneficial innovations, diffusion frequency was highest through the inter-regional chain (Structure 3). Both the chain and the hierarchical clique structure (5) increased level and speed of clearly beneficial innovation diffusion, while frequency, level, and speed were lowest through Structure 1. In contrast, decentralized Structures 1 and 2 exceeded the population mean for frequency, level, and speed of ambiguous innovation diffusion.
Cumulative adoption curves for both innovation types appear in Figure 2 . For visual clarity, the graphs include only Structures 1 through 4. The clearly beneficial innovations produce a logarithmic curve under all structures, similar to observations of diffusion based on product attributes (see Mahajan, Muller, and Wind, 2000) . Ambiguous innovations produce a familiar s-curve, typical of social influence processes. In the full sample, Structures 3 and 4 outperform Structures 1 and 2 for clearly beneficial innovations, and Structures 1 and 2 outperform Structures 3 and 4 for ambiguous innovations. In the diffusion subset, the less constrained Structures 1 and 2 support greater diffusion of both innovations. This pattern indicates that inter-regional constraint facilitates initial diffusion of a clearly beneficial innovation, but broader communication across regions hastens diffusion that does occur.
Insert Figure 2 about here ________________________ Proposition 2. Normal distribution of partnering tendencies fostered greater diffusion of ambiguous innovations than did uniform partnering tendencies, increasing diffusion frequency from 45% to 58% (Table 2) . Regression results indicate that normally distributed partnering tendencies also increased diffusion level, speed, and breadth for ambiguous innovations.
Distribution of partnering tendencies had little effect on clearly beneficial innovations.
Significant interaction between distributions of partnering tendencies and innovation type can be seen graphically in Figure 3 .
________________________
Insert Figure 3 about here ________________________ Proposition 3. Increasing centralities of initial adopters' contacts had an inverted-U relation with diffusion, peaking at 1.33 s.d. below the mean for likelihood of diffusion and at 1.13 s.d. above the mean for diffusion level in the full sample. In the diffusion subset, higher contact centrality increased diffusion level only at the bottom of the range. Higher contact centrality consistently increased diffusion speed and breadth. These results indicate that high contact centrality reduces the chance that an innovation will diffuse, but it speeds and broadens diffusion that occurs.
DISCUSSION
This article began with the claim that simulation of diffusion processes in dynamic organizational fields can provide insights unavailable through other approaches. By creating a virtual world that operates under empirically based rules of population development and network constraint, the current simulation enables us to examine situated effects of network attributes on field-wide diffusion. Inter-regional structures, distributions of partnering tendencies, and centralities of initial adopters' contacts play complex roles in diffusion of innovation. Further, the large proportion of non-diffusion cases indicates that a similarly large number of failed diffusion processes occurs in the real world. Consideration of the full range of outcomes through simulation reveals joint effects of inter-regional structures and partnering tendencies on diffusion failure and on successful diffusion processes. Comparison with the second example reveals less and slower diffusion given uniform partnering tendencies than given normal distribution of partnering tendencies. Overall results indicate that a decentralized inter-regional network with diverse organizational tendencies to create ties is optimal to foster diffusion of ambiguous innovations. This network configuration is the least effective for diffusion of clearly beneficial innovations.
________________________
Insert Figure 4 about here ________________________ Regional constraints on network formation improve the likelihood that clearly beneficial innovations will diffuse. Macro structures that form a chain (Structure 3) or moderatelyconnected cliques (Structure 5) are particularly conducive to launching the process. Although diffusing innovations travel more slowly through constrained networks than through decentralized structures, the higher success rate indicates that inter-regional clustering is desirable to foster diffusion of clearly beneficial innovations. This finding aligns with prior work on knowledge exchange processes in which high levels of regionalization enhanced diffusion (Cowan and Jonard, 1999) and extends that work by distinguishing among patterns of inter-regional constraint. Although effects of specific inter-regional structures depend on innovation type, hierarchy does not facilitate diffusion of either innovation.
Local aspects of the networks also influenced system-wide diffusion. At low levels, increasing centrality of initial adopters' contacts increased diffusion. By midrange, increasing contact centrality began to decrease adoption behavior, even as it accelerated and broadened successful diffusions. The role of first adopters' contacts as gateways between initial adopters and the rest of the network created a need for moderate centrality in order to maximize diffusion.
Model Limitations and Future Research
The prototypical network structures represented in the simulation differ in their alignment with naturally occurring networks. Because regional barriers are influential and nearly ubiquitous, they affect any field that extends beyond local boundaries. The unconstrained network is less realistic than the others because natural networks exhibit more clustering than occurs through random generation of ties (Albert & Barabasi, 2002) . The structure of this model probably underestimates clique formation. Along similar lines, uniform partnering tendencies are less likely to occur than normally distributed tendencies. Pre-existing ties impact future network development (Gulati, 1995) , such that new organizations are more likely to link with an existing organization that is central than with one that is peripheral (Barabasi & Albert, 1999) .
Variation in network density within and across growing organizational fields is an interesting area for future research. Although higher network density increases the flow of information or disease, it may have more complex effects on innovation adoption. In particular, increasing density without increasing number of initial adopters might hinder diffusion if the initial adopters become less salient to their contacts. This would produce an inverted-U relationship between density and diffusion, similar to the effect of centralities among first adopters' contacts.
Models presented here assume neither active search nor suppression of information regarding innovation. While some organizations may search for information beyond their social context, others may resist influence even from immediate contacts. Similarly, some organizations may publicize major changes, while others keep a low profile. Levels of competition may systematically influence these behaviors and moderate structural effects on patterns of diffusion. Further empirical tests of information-sharing behaviors across organizations will be necessary before such effects can be confidently simulated.
Another interesting direction for ongoing research would be to examine the effect of diffusion on organizational centralities. Holding constant the tendency to create ties and making no assumptions about nonstructural characteristics, we might expect early adopters to become more central over time. Increasing centrality of early adopters has been observed among individuals (Burkhardt and Brass, 1990) , but it has not been examined as a purely structural outcome among organizations. If an innovation increases likelihood of survival, we can infer that members of initial adopters' networks that also adopt are more likely than nonadopters to survive. Given a constant partnering tendency, those whose existing contacts survive will accumulate new relationships with minimal loss of old ones. Extending this effect across an adapting population, earliest adopters would increase their number of ties and their gatekeeping ability relative to the rest of the field. These interactions can be tested through future simulation models that integrate principles of population ecology, network development, and innovation diffusion.
Population development and diffusion are both nonlinear processes subject to chaotic effects. Despite relatively low levels of randomness in the simulation compared to the real world, chaos played a large role in population-level change. Estimates of population and structural effects on diffusion level indicate that 69.3% of variance resulted from divergence following initial adoption. This surprisingly high random effect indicates that much of the variance we observe among organizational fields reflects small, idiosyncratic events that occur during population and network development. It further implies that tiny deviations in current structures may blossom into vast differences within a few years. This should encourage large institutions, such as governments and industry associations, which would like to increase the innovation capacity of an organizational network. Small, strategic nudges can have immense effects.
Network Design Applications
The key to successful network design rests in knowing where and how to nudge the system. Based on this simulation, we draw three practical conclusions. First, inter-regional structures that maximize diffusion of ambiguous innovations may deter diffusion of clearly beneficial innovations. We need to structure for whichever kind of innovation is most important or prevalent in the field. Strategic bridge-building between unconnected regions can improve transfer of ambiguous innovations. Allowance of sparsely connected regional clusters can improve transfer of clearly beneficial innovations.
Second, inter-regional hierarchy does not facilitate innovation diffusion. Regardless of innovation type, hierarchical structures among regions work against innovation diffusion apart from economic, cultural, and local factors. Because established social structures tend to reinforce themselves, barriers between regions may resist change. As an alternative to battling hierarchical macro structures, change agents might directly introduce innovations to peripheral regions and let them percolate through the system. Interactions around the innovations could then create new ties (Burkhardt and Brass, 1990 ) that gradually restructure the network.
Finally, the distribution of ties has cumulative effects on system-wide diffusion. An ideal local design for either type of innovation includes highly central innovating organizations and moderately central contacts. Because variance in partnering tendencies can increase the diffusion potential of a network, efforts to equalize network access may be counter-productive.
CONCLUSION
By modeling diffusion through growing networks in dynamic populations, this study has established foundations for new computational and empirical research, as well as guidelines for management and public policy. Comparison of structural effects on adoption of clearly distinct diffusion processes. Beyond simple contagion, this study identifies specific diffusion consequences of prototypical inter-regional structures, distributions of partnering tendencies, and centralities of initial adopters' contacts. Because the same structure that enables diffusion of one innovation can squelch diffusion of another, understanding of these interactions is fundamental for individuals and organizations that want to build effective networks. Low Threshold Model, Normally Distributed Partnering Tendency
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